Abstract: Image processing with variable measured gadgets with various resolutions and display sizes is a basic errand. For variable display sized gadgets, maintaining the quality of image is the major challenging task. The present investigation test highlights dynamic load balancing-based way to deal with this issue. Dynamic load balancing is applied using both parallel and pipelined architectures based on runtime state information of underlying resources. In exhibit think, we have considered image processing task as both CPU and memory intensive task and the impact of architectural contrast is studied. The optimally-sized image for a targeted display-sized device with better resolution is provided using three staged either pipelined or parallel processing. The steps involved in processing are resizing, quantisation and compression. This technique likewise gives better resource and storage utilisation.
Introduction
A distributed computing system can be viewed as a collection of computing and communication resources shared by active users (Grosu et al., 2002) . The load in distributed system changes rapidly over time and needs to be handled at run time. Load balancing strategy emphasises on mapping the tasks to the available set of computing resources efficiently. The main purpose of load balancing is to make suitable and efficient provisioning of available resources in the system to achieve a good response time. Load balancing is broadly categorised into three approaches: 1 global approach 2 cooperative approach 3 non-cooperative approach (Grosu and Chronopoulos, 2004) .
In global approach, only one decision maker exists, who is responsible for taking all the possible decisions related to resource allocation and job mapping over a distributed set of resources. In cooperative approach, several decision makers are available who can take decisions at local level and cooperate with each other using message passing communication. In non-cooperative approach, each node minimises its own response time independently. Application load in a distributed system can be handled either statically or dynamically. Load balancing policies that react to the system at static time with prior decision making, without any state information of the system are termed as static policies (Thamsen et al., 2016; Bonomi and Kumar, 1990; Grosu and Chronopoulos, 2004; Grosu et al., 2002; Ahmad and Ghafoor, 1991) . In dynamic load balancing (Lin and Keller, 1987; Thamsen et al., 2016; Lin and Raghavendra, 1992; Chow and Kohler, 1979; Zomaya and Teh, 2001; Zhou, 1988; Watts and Taylor, 1998; Patil and Deshpande, 2016) , decisions are taken at runtime based on instantaneous information of resource availability. Efficiency of static load balancing depends on compile time resource mapping whereas in dynamic load balancing it depends on run time decision making. It is clear that using global state information gives better chances of making correct decisions and provides better performance than using partial information. However, it is expensive in terms of overheads for a fully distributed policy to keep the global state information at each of the nodes (Lin and Raghavendra, 1992) .
There is an enormous research work done for the dynamic load balancing. It includes different approaches for efficient distribution of task on a platform of the distributed system using fundamentals of dynamic load balancing methodologies. In general, a dynamic load-balancing policy consists of three components namely, information rule, transfer rule and location rule (Lin and Raghavendra, 1992) . The information rule gives a mechanism for collecting state information from an underlying network. Transfer rule defines when to start load transfer operation whereas location rule gives an idea about where to transfer the load. Execution of these rules can be done globally or at a local site. It is necessary for dynamic load-balancing policies to: SID approach focuses on a methodology of load transfer mechanism from heavily loaded processor to near neighbour processor. Whereas in RID under loaded processors demand to load from heavily loaded processors. HBM is an asynchronous approach of load balancing in which system is maintained in a hierarchy of nodes and the load is balanced for a small subset of the hierarchy and same strategy is applied in an upward direction up to the top of the hierarchy.
In GM load balancing approach (Lin and Raghavendra, 1992) , dynamic load balancing method was applied for a large class of multiprocessor systems. Decision making in these types of systems was done globally based on the aggregation of information collected from local balancing systems. Backlogged load is transferred to nearby idle processors according to a pressure gradient technique.
DEM is a synchronous approach of load balancing which works iteratively and balances the load dimension wise.
Willebeek-LeMair and Reeves (1993) have divided dynamic load balancing task into four phases: 1 processor load evaluation 2 load balancing profitability determination 3 task migration strategy 4 task selection strategy. Thamsen et al. (2016) proposed an approach for improving resource utilisation at runtime using the repetitive nature of iterative dataflow programs. This research work emphasises on impact of runtime resource allocation for an iterative dataflow programs. It gives mechanism of using historical statistics of resource utilisation for resource adaptation in near future. Lin and Raghavendra (1992) proposed a central job dispatcher policy known as LBC policy. The decision making in LBC is based on global state information. This research makes a more generalised statement about the load distribution that global information collection adds significant value to research than the local information collection. Except that the global information collection increases the cost of load balancing. Bonomi and Kumar (1990) have proposed adaptive optimal load balancing in a non-homogeneous multiserver system with a central job scheduler. Adaptive quasi-static algorithms for allocating jobs, which arrives at system in Poisson generic stream which is probabilistically split to minimise the average response time of overall system. The task of load distribution is done by the central job scheduler. Grosu and Chronopoulos (2004) derived the framework of protocols for resource allocation using selfish agents. This design works for optimal resource allocation algorithm for static load balancing in heterogeneous distributed system, using global decision making approach. Chow and Kohler (1979) have proposed an approach of queuing models for dynamic load balancing for simple heterogeneous multiple processor systems. This research gives two approaches for dynamic load balancing which are deterministic and non-deterministic. In non-deterministic approach, state independent branching probabilities are used. Whereas in deterministic approach, criteria functions are used to enhance the performance of computing. Zomaya and Teh (2001) have proposed an approach of dynamic load balancing using genetic algorithm. This algorithm uses the centralised GA-based mechanism. It uses sliding window technique for generating a job schedule. This algorithm quantifies the load on each computing node using threshold policy. Zhou (1988) has simulated seven load balancing algorithms and has given comparative study of these algorithms. According to him, it is under moderate system load where, load balancing can reduce the average response time of all jobs by 30% to 60%. He has concluded that, for periodic load information policies, centralised approach has less overhead than the distributed approach.
A practical approach to dynamic load balancing (Watts and Taylor, 1998) has alienated the given dynamic load balancing problem into the following five phases: load evaluation, profitability determination, work transfer vector calculation, task selection and task migration.
The approach (Ahmad and Ghafoor, 1991) recommends the use of a semi-distributed approach of load balancing in parallel and distributed systems. Whole system is distributed into number of spheres. Intra-sphere and inter-sphere load balancing decisions are taken to form a global decision making. The proposed strategy incurs less overhead of control messages and is less sensitive to the communication delay of the underlying network. The research work (Patil and Deshpande, 2016) recommends an approach of distribution of rendering task which is done by considering run time utilisation of CPU and RAM as a key parameters. This approach gives the mechanism of self-configuring network for distributed dynamic load balancing for a 3D animation rendering application. Here, the decision of task distribution is taken by the decision maker based on the state information of each node involved in the computation Efficiency of dynamic load balancing is more than static load balancing and gives better results. This simulative experimentation given by Kumar and Shukla (2018) has given a fuzzy row penalty method to solve a uncertain response time fuzzy load balancing problems. The key terms involved in this experimentation are response time, Space complexity, performance and scalability. It exhibits comparison between fuzzy Hungarian and fuzzy row penalty method in terms of response time and space complexity.
In experimental work, Tyagi and Gupta (2018) has given categorisation of scheduling techniques into two types: local and co-scheduling. Local scheduling is a predictive adaptation of new architectures and a uniform rate proportional sharing. Co-scheduling is used for scheduling of interactive jobs. Khan (2017) has given experimental study based on grouping-based dynamic job scheduling algorithm for balancing the load and allocating to the resources to the groups of jobs. Results of grouping-based dynamic job scheduling algorithm are compared with first come first served (FCFS) job scheduling algorithm and ant colony optimisation (ACO) job scheduling algorithm.
This experimental work (Balasangameshwara and Raju, 2013) gives replication-based performance driven fault tolerent load balancing algorithm, i.e., PD-MinRC for independent job execution. It mainly focused on minimum response time and maximum resource utilisation across the computational grid. It consists of two replication policies:
1 Active replication in which multiple copies of each job are mapped on different processors 2 Passive replication in which each job is associated with a backup copy and that will be in an active state if fault occurs in a system. Liu et al. (2016) has proposed a dynamic load-balancing model based on the strong suspend and weak forecast (SSAWF) mechanism which is based on threshold mechanism. When the load on any node will reach up to the certain threshold, the execution on that node is suspended and rest load is distributed using predictive analysis of load on each node in a network.
In our proposed work, we are using centralised dynamic load balancing for solving the web image optimisation problem for various display sized devices using both parallel and pipelined methodologies. The decisions in proposed system are based on global information policy. The objectives of this proposed work are as follows:
1 To handle the load dynamically.
2 To achieve better resource utilisation.
3 To minimise the average job response time.
4 To compare the efficiency of dynamic load balancing using parallel and distributed pipeline approach.
5 To maintain the quality of service.
Problem definitions
Today, internet is emerging as a massive platform for creation, sharing and networking users and bloggers using social networking sites and blogs. Because of its easiness, speed and reach, social media is fast changing the public discourse in society and setting trends and agendas in topics that range from the environment and politics to technology and the entertainment industry (Asur and Huberman, 2010) . Data on web is accessed using devices with a variety of display sizes. Data shared on social sites not only includes text but also combination of image, video and voice data. The rate of multimedia data is increasing explosively. As massive data upload and download operations are growing at a faster rate, demand for required bandwidth and CPU utilisation also increases. Every user demands an efficient and faster access to contents uploaded to social networking sites. This demanding fact has created a big challenge for the web administrators to make provision of efficient access to the data. Throughout the usage, the account of image upload and download is having a larger share. It becomes more crucial task to optimise the user's web experience. The images produced by various internet content providers like bloggers, social networks, companies are always of a fixed resolution and mostly un-optimised. The images are to be displayed on devices of different resolutions, pixel densities and sizes. By using a single image to display on a smaller screens like mobile phones and on larger screens like 4k displays, the essential quality of the image is drastically altered. If we use high resolution for all purposes, we can ensure higher visual quality on all devices but then on smaller devices with little CPU capabilities, processing them can be a computational challenge. If we use medium sized images for all purposes, then on high-resolution displays like 4K or 8K televisions, the quality will be vastly reduced. Hence, we need a solution that will take original high-resolution images and converts it into multiple lower resolution images and stores them for later retrieval. This kind of image pre-processing and storage will reduce computational requirements on client devices. If the content is viewed on smaller devices with less CPU power and/or less network bandwidth, it can request the same image at a lower resolution that matches with its display resolution.
To reduce the bandwidth consumed by mobile devices, we need to scale a high-resolution image into multiple smaller sizes suitable for different mobile devices. Thus, a mobile device needs to download only the copy of the image of its size rather than downloading the original high-resolution image and scaling it to smaller size that will fit its display which again costs CPU.
This problem gets extravagant when a website has millions of images that need to be delivered to devices with more than ten different screen resolutions.
Traditional image resizing techniques such as homogeneous resizing, cropping and letter boxing/pillar boxing can lead to serious problems such as loss of image content and waste of limited screen space (Lin et al., 2016) .
There are on-demand services for image resizing (Image Resizing, 2017a, 2017b) which provide similar services along with their content delivery networks. These services can be used to provide optimum image to the end user based on the client device configuration.
Methodology of the work
In the proposed work, we have chosen web image optimisation problem, which is fragmented into three parts: 1 image resizing 2 image quantisation 3 image compression.
An image is a two-dimensional array of individual coloured pixels. Each pixel is a number that represents a colour from the colour space. There are different types of colour spaces, from monochrome where colour ranges from black to white to full RBG spectrum of colours. For instance, an 8-bit monochrome image means, to represent one pixel the system uses on byte (8-bit), i.e., a number that can range from 0 to 255, which represents 256 shades of grey, from pure white to pure black. Similarly, a 24-bit colour image means, 24 bits or three bytes are used to represent a single pixel. Here, each byte is used to represent the three primary colours which are red, green and blue. It should be noted that in computer systems we use an additive system of colour, i.e., if all the three components are set to zero, then we get pure black and if all components are set to their highest value, then we get pure white (Image Processing, 2017) . 
Image scaling
Image resolution is number of pixels tall and the number of pixels wide the image is. This is one of the important aspects that decide the quality of the image. For optimal usage of resources, the image downloaded should match the size of the area on which it is to be displayed. It is for this reason we store the same image in multiple resolutions. The resolution is increased by interpolating the colour between pixels (Image Processing, 2017).
Image resize
We are using Imagemagick library's resize (Image Resizing, 2017c) operation to scale the image to different dimensions. For the resize operation, we are using Lanczos Lancoz (2017) filter. We resize the image into multiple different dimensions. These dimensions are later used to serve the client requesting the image.
Image quantisation
Colour image quantisation (CIQ) is a data compression technique that reduces the total number of colours in an image's colour space, thus depicting the original image with a limited number of representative colours (Heckbert, 1982) .
In a regular 24-bit colour image, there are 16.7 million colour possibilities for every pixel. But a human eye can distinguish only a small part of it because most of these colour possibilities goes unutilised. We can utilise this aspect by grouping similar colours in a given image by creating a colour palette and then using a number to represent a colour from this colour palette. Such palletisation of image can vastly improve the amount of storage required for the image. Lesser the colour in the palette, lesser is the storage needed for each pixel. If the palette size is only 256, then only one byte is sufficient to store the entire pixel instead of three bytes (Image Quantization, 2017) . PNG file format uses colour palletisation, which means it first, creates a colour palette by listing out all unique colours used in the image. It then uses this palette to store the image. If the palette size is small, then the resulting image will also be small. So the PNGQuant (2017) finds out colours that are very similar to each other and combines those colours in the palette as one colour. This reduces the number of colours in the palette thereby reducing the size of the image. The resulting image is much smaller but visually similar, because the human eye cannot recognise the difference between two very similar colours.
Image compression
This step involves using standard lossless compression algorithms like zlib (2017), 7z (7-zip, 2017), zopfli (2017), deflate (2017), etc. These do not use any image specific algorithms, but general compression techniques are used to reduce storage requirements (Image Compression, 2017). Advpng (2017) is a standard lossless file compression tool.
System architecture
The present system is based on master-slave architecture. The master component contains a web application embedded, that allows users to view the system status, change network configuration and submit jobs. All the communication between the nodes is carried out by HTTP protocol. We use ImageMagick's (Image Resizing, 2017c) tools for image resizing, pngquant (2017) for quantisation or palletisation of PNG images and advpng (2017) for lossless compression.
The master and the worker are built into a single binary image. The roles are decided by the parameters passed to the program during execution.
1 Master process collects the system stats from the workers and serves it to the Prometheus stats collector. We use Grafana (2017) to visualise various loads on the workers. These graphs come from Prometheus which in turn gets data from the master. All the workers send their systems CPU and memory utilisation to a master node.
3 The master takes the list of image files located at the files\input\folder and converts each image into a job object. Then, it passes each job to the selected topology object, either parallel or pipeline. From here, individual topology logic takes effect.
4 If the topology selected is parallel, then the topology creates a list of available nodes and passes it to the scheduler. The scheduler returns the most appropriate node based on its own logic. The master then sends the job to the node selected by the scheduler.
5 Pipeline topology works as shown in Figure 2 . Pipeline architecture consists of three stages S1, S2, S3 where each stage is accompanied with a separate job queue Q1, Q2, Q3, respectively. If the topology selected is pipelined, then the topology arranges the available nodes into multiple pipelines each consisting three nodes. It then assigns each node in the pipeline to its respective job-type, i.e., what type of processing that particular node should perform when the job arrives at that node. It also sends the sequence of processing to each node so that every node knows what has to be done once they have finished processing the job. 6 When the master sends a job to the pipeline topology, it sends the list of pipelines to the scheduler. The scheduler calculates the resources based on the total resources available on each node of the pipeline. Based on this calculation, it finds out which one of the pipeline is best suited to handle the job. Then, the scheduler returns that particular pipeline back to the pipeline topology. The pipeline topology then sends the job to the head node of the selected pipeline. The first process in the pipeline is the 'resize' operation. It performs the resize and creates multiple copies of the same image into multiple resolutions. It then sends the list of new files to the next stage, i.e., quantise stage. Here, the quantisation or palletisation happens and the result is sent to the third stage, i.e., lossless compression using the 'advpng' utility. The results of this are then sent back to the master and a 'job-completed' request is also sent to the master. The master then updates its data and notes down the various timers that calculated the various timings of the job during the entire process.
7 Master also lookouts the files/input folder and if any new files are added to that folder. If so, it then sends the new files to the workers for processing.
8 If the architecture chosen is parallel then it works as shown in Figure 3 . Master collects the status information of all the nodes and then finds the optimum solution to execute a job. Here in this architecture, every node does the process of resize, quantise and lossless compression. 
Scheduling
Scheduling of the tasks can be done either centrally or in a distributed manner. Centralised algorithms impose less overhead on the system than the distributed ones and therefore can support a larger system (Lan and Yu, 1995) .
In the proposed work, we have implemented a centralised task scheduling mechanism which basically works on the global information collection system. The state information of all nodes is collected centrally and the decision making of task scheduling is done by a centralised scheduling system. In dynamic load balancing, it is a prime task to calculate the run time load of the whole system. There are many approaches given by various research works on how to calculate the dynamic load of the system at any given instantaneous point in load balancing methodology. Many indices have been explicitly or implicitly used in the load balancing such as utilisation of the CPU, the length of the ready queue, the stretch factor (defined as the ratio between the execution time of a process on a loaded machine and its execution time on the same machine when it is empty) and more complicated functions of these simple variables (Ferrari and Zhou, 1986) . MinQ and MinResp (Goswami et al., 1989) are two centralised dynamic load-sharing policies, which uses predicted task resource requirements to significantly improve load-sharing decisions.
The research in Goswami et al. (1993) gives the prediction-based resource allocation in which the resource requirement of the task is predicted before its execution and then based on this predicted resource requirement the task is scheduled for execution.
In our research, the central scheduling node comprises of the following three components:
1 State info collector: task of this component is to collect the state information from the computing nodes periodically.
2 Scheduler: this component creates a schedule of execution of tasks based on periodic state information collected by state info collector. Every time when the task is submitted by the user at the dynamic time, the scheduler does the task of choosing the appropriate resources for execution of incoming task.
3 Dispatcher: this component dispatches the task based on the decisions taken by the scheduler component.
The assumptions made by our system are as follows:
1 Our system works with non-preemptive dynamic execution of the task.
2 Our system considers only two resource parameters of system, i.e., CPU utilisation and RAMS utilisation of each individual node in the system.
3 As we are dealing with image processing task, same weight is given to both CPU and RAM.
4 In proposed research, dynamic load balancing is done using master-slave architecture, which comprises of one master node and six slave nodes.
We have implemented the dynamic load balancing using parallel and distributed pipelined approach.
Total computing capability of CPU, is given by equation (1),
where CPU Idle percentage of idle state of the CPU CPU Busy percentage of busy state of the CPU.
Resource allocation in parallel system
For pipeline methodology as shown in Figure 2 , we are using two computational pipelines and each comprises of three nodes respectively for performing resize, quantise and compress operation. Idle CPU time for each pipeline P 1 and P 2 is calculated by using equation (2) Average Idle CPU time for each pipeline P 1 and P 2 is calculated by using equations (4) and (5). Equations (6) and (7) give aggregation of total free RAM available in each pipeline P 1 and P 2 , respectively. Average RAM for each pipeline P 1 and P 2 is calculated by using equations (8) and (9). As image processing task is assumed as both CPU and RAM intensive equal weight is assigned to both of them so total average resource availability in Pipeline P 1 and P 2 is calculated using equations (10) and (11).
Finally using equation (12), either of P 1 or P 2 will be selected for execution and the task execution on that particular pipeline is carried out.
( )
TotalP TotalP
PipelineSelected Max Avg , Avg =
( 1 2 ) where PipelineSelected = pipeline selected for task execution.
In parallel system, the average CPU and RAM utilisation of each individual slave is calculated using equation (13). Among all computational nodes, the node which has maximum computational resources is selected for execution using equation (14).
( ) where NodeSelected = node selected for task execution. The task is then executed efficiently by the selected node.
Experimental setup
For this experiment, we have used master-slave architecture.
Configuration details
The configuration details of computing setup used are given in Table 1 . Table 2 gives the details of the software tools used for the experimental work. Table 3 represents the results achieved for 24 jobs when executed in parallel architecture, whereas Table 4 represents results achieved for the same jobs when executed in pipelined architecture. For pipeline architecture, speedup is calculated using equation (15). Speedup = time required for sequential execution/time required for parallel execution. This speedup indicates the performance improvement for a task when it is executed in pipeline architecture is three times greater than the sequential execution. Using parallel architecture, we can execute the same set of 24 jobs in average 34.48 seconds.
Using Tables 3 and 4 , we have plotted the graphs separately for resize, quantise and lossless compression to compare the job execution using pipeline and parallel architecture.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the graph drawn for resize, quantise and compress operations performed using parallel and pipelined architecture. These graphs are drawn for same job execution using parallel and pipelined architecture. In each graph, common observation is that the average time required for parallel architecture for same job is less than the time required for pipelined architecture. For our solution, parallel architecture gives more justice than the pipelined one. As we are using linear pipeline for the job processing there is a strong degree of dependency between the stages involved in the pipelined architecture. But in parallel architecture as all the tasks are executed in a parallel fashion, it overcomes the problem of degree of dependency. In pipelined architecture, waiting time of a job in a queue is more as compared to that of parallel architecture. 
Conclusions
Present experimental work exhibit the policy of dynamic load balancing using run time state information of only CPU and RAM. As the image processing task is both CPU and RAM intensive, we have considered only CPU and RAM utilisation as the key factors for dynamic load balancing. We have achieved dynamic load balancing using both parallel and pipelined architecture. This solution gives the idea of choosing a suitable architecture while solving such type of complex image processing problems using dynamic load balancing technique. When the degree of dependency among the subtasks is high, the pipelining architecture will give more justice to work execution than parallel architecture. Experimental work gives good degree of resource utilisation using dynamic load balancing methodology. Overall, the response time of the task is minimised using both parallel and pipelined architecture. In dynamic load balancing of interdependent computational load, the measure of task dependency plays a vital role in architecture selection which in turn affects greatly on the system performance. Present work also minimises the storage requirement of the intended users while using handheld mobile devices.
Future works
In present work, we have used a whole .jpeg image as a unit of distribution; instead of this we can use a fractional part of the image as a distribution unit. When a fractional image will be used, more degree of parallelism can be achieved.
